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                      A Course in Miracles Mentoring © 

 
                       

DAY 45 – I Need A Miracle! 

Key Topics: 

 There is no order of difficulty in miracles 

 Your willingness creates fertile ground for miracles 

 You are in an impossible situation because you think this is possible 

 If only one sticks, it is enough 

 God cannot give you what you are unwilling to have 

 The correction of fear is your responsibility 

 Which voice will you listen to? 

 Defense against the healing 

 Healing of your defense thoughts 

 Before you choose to do anything, ask first 

 What if I can’t get let of the fear? 

 The Little Willingness 

There is no order of difficulty in miracles 

The first line in A Course in Miracles is “There is no order of difficulty in miracles”. This means 

that size, complexity, and/or frequency of the problem that needs healing does not matter.  

You might be tempted to think that your problem is insolvable because it is too big, too 

complicated, or it has been going on for too long. To the Holy Spirit, all miracles are the same; 

they represent corrections of errors and the undoing of what never was. The Course teaches 

that miracles are natural and when they do not occur, something has gone wrong. This means 

that the healing you are asking for is not as hard to reach as you might think. In fact, it is 

essential that you do not decide that your problem is too big or complicated to solve, as  

the Holy Spirit will have to wait to offer you a miracle, until you change your mind. 

Your willingness creates fertile ground for miracles 

Miracles are not the result of God’s favor, coincidence, being fortunate, or from being in the 

right place at the right time. They are the result of a shift in perception. In order to experience 

miracles, it is not required that you know or even understand the Truth about God or God’s 

creation. Your part is to have a little willingness to see things differently and then you can 

receive a healed perception from the Holy Spirit, your Teacher of Peace. This healed perception 

is what brings you the miracle. The shift you see in your outer circumstances is being driven  

by the healing of your inner thoughts and perceptions. As your thought are healed, your 
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experiences are healed as a result of cause and effect. Your willingness to see things differently 

creates fertile ground for miracles to occur.   

You are in an impossible situation because you think this is possible 

It’s important to remember how you got where you are, if you are in need of a miracle.  

In Chapter 6.IV, it says, “You are in an impossible situation only because you think it is possible 

to be in one.” Somewhere in your mind, you accepted that you could be separate from God, 

and you are now experiencing the effects (or projection) of this wrong decision. God would 

never choose any condition for you that is less than happy. This unhappy condition that you 

find yourself in was elected by you by accepting what is not true. Your wrong decisions will be 

healed by the Holy Spirit, your Teacher of Peace, upon your invitation, once this is what you 

wholly want. 

 

Here’s an Example: 

Let’s say that you want to be healed of an illness and you are asking for a miracle to accomplish 

the healing. On the surface, you might think you want that you wholly want this immediate 

healing, yet in the back of your mind you might still be entertaining hidden thoughts of 

resistance, such as the following, which indicate that you are invested in keeping things as  

they are: 

 “I don’t think it is possible to heal from this” 

 “The doctor says it will take at least a year to heal” 

 “I have to do something first, before it will heal” (e.g., treatment, etc.) 

 “I saw someone else heal and it just came back again” 

 “If I heal, I might lose my disability income” 

 “If I heal, I might lose my friends” (e.g., drug addiction, etc.) 

 “If I heal, others might expect more of me” 

 “If I heal, then my life will change and I’m not ready” 

 “If I heal, then it will mean that I was mistaken about being sick 

  and all the time I spent in worry, fear, or effort will have been wasted” 

 “If I heal, I will lose my identity” (e.g., injured warriors, etc.) 

  “I deserve this because I made mistakes”, etc. 

If only one sticks, it is enough 

These thoughts that defend against the miracle of healing may not be known to you on a 

conscious level, yet after thousands of client sessions, I can assure you that your ego is offering 

you endless opportunities to engage them. If your ego can get even one of them to stick, it is 

enough to block the healing and delay the miracle you are seeking. 

God cannot give you what you are unwilling to have 

In A Course in Miracles, you learn that God, being pure love, cannot give you what you are  
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unwilling to have as this would be attack and not love. If you have even one reason as to why 

your healing should wait, then it will wait. 

The correction of fear is your responsibility 

The Course teaches that the correction of fear is your responsibility. This may sound daunting 

to those who are afraid, yet if you look more deeply, you will see that it is not as difficult as it 

sounds. When you are in fear, it is because you have decided to accept what is not true into 

your mind and this is what is making you afraid. The healing of these thoughts is not up to you. 

Your Teacher of Peace is standing by, eagerly waiting for your invitation to help you. You are 

asked to have a “little willingness” to see things differently, so a healed perception can be 

given. You are not being asked to have perfect thoughts that are free of fear. You are being 

asked to have no fear thoughts that you would keep. This is a major difference and something 

you can accomplish easily.  

Which voice will you listen to? 

When you are in fear, turn to prayer and ask God to heal all of the conditions that brought your 

fear about. Be willing to see yourself and your situation differently and release every thought 

you might have against the healing. This will open the space that your Teacher of Peace needs 

to intervene on your behalf. Your part is to refrain from listening to your ego, the Teacher of 

Pain, and to listen to only One Voice, your Teacher of Peace. Ultimately, you will need to 

decide if you are going to listen to your Teacher of Peace or your Teacher of Pain, and the 

choice you make will determine whether your outcome is peaceful or painful.  

 

Defense against the healing 

You can get to some of your defense thoughts against the healing by asking yourself these 

questions and then fill in the blank: 

 I haven’t healed from this already because _________________________ . 

 I cannot heal from this right now because ________________________ . 

 I’m not sure healing is possible because ______________________ . 

 I’m not ready to heal quite yet because ____________________ . 

 It’s not possible to have immediate healing because ______________________ . 

 My healing of this has been delayed because _______________________ . 

 I’m not willing to forgive __________________________ . 

Healing of your defense thoughts 

Once you have a better understanding of your defense thoughts, you can turn them over to 

your Teacher of Peace and be willing to abandon them completely. Ask in prayer, for the 

healing of all the conditions that brought these fears and judgments about. To receive a 

miracle, you must what this wholly and without resistance or hesitation. Divine Love will never 

push, impose, manipulate, control, or decide for you, as Divine Love is loving and waits on your 

100% welcome. 
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Before you choose to do anything, ask first 

In Chapter 2 it says, “The correction of fear is your responsibility. When you ask for release 

from fear, you are implying that it is not. You should ask, instead, for help in the conditions that 

have brought the fear about. These conditions always entail a willingness to be separate. At 

that level you can help it. You are much too tolerant of mind wandering, and are passively 

condoning your mind's miscreations. The particular result does not matter, but the 

fundamental error does. The correction is always the same. Before you choose to do anything, 

ask me if your choice is in accord with mine. If you are sure that it is, there will be no fear.” 
ACIM Ch.2.VI.4 

 

What if I can’t get let of my fear? 

If your level of fear is high, it is helpful to go back to the following Daily Lessons with the 

intention of releasing your fear. Remember that the correction of fear is your responsibility and 

the healing, as provided by the miracle, is accomplished by your Teacher of Peace. This will help 

you receive the miracle that He would offer you, without resistance: 

 DAY 14 – Financial Fear 

 DAY 26 – Phobias & Fear of Danger 

 DAY 29 – Seizing Fearful Thoughts 

 DAY 30 – Fear of the Future 

You might want to finish your review with: 

 DAY 8 on Preparing for a Great Outcome! 

The Little Willingness 

“The holy instant is the result of your determination to be holy. It is the answer. The desire  

and the willingness to let it come precede its coming. You prepare your mind for it only to  

the extent of recognizing that you want it above all else. It is not necessary that you do more; 

indeed, it is necessary that you realize that you cannot do more. Do not attempt to give the 

Holy Spirit what He does not ask, or you will add the ego to Him and confuse the two. He asks 

but little. It is He Who adds the greatness and the might. He joins with you to make the holy 

instant far greater than you can understand. It is your realization that you need do so little 

that enables Him to give so much.” ACIM Ch.18.IV.1 

 


